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The quantum internet holds promise for performing quantum communication, such as quantum
teleportation and quantum key distribution, freely between any parties all over the globe. For such
a quantum internet protocol, a general fundamental upper bound on the performance has been
derived [K. Azuma, A. Mizutani, and H.-K. Lo, arXiv:1601.02933]. Here we consider its converse
problem. In particular, we present a protocol constructible from any given quantum network, which
is based on running quantum repeater schemes in parallel over the network. The performance of
this protocol and the upper bound restrict the quantum capacity and the private capacity over the
network from both sides. The optimality of the protocol is related to fundamental problems such as
additivity questions for quantum channels and questions on the existence of a gap between quantum
and private capacities.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.67.Dd, 03.65.Ud, 03.67.-a
In the Internet, if a client communicates with a far dis-
tant client, the data travel across multiple networks. At
present, the nodes and the communication channels in
the networks are composed of physical devices governed
by the laws of classical information theory, and the data
flow obeys the celebrated max-flow min-cut theorem in
graph theory. However, in the future, such classical nodes
and channels should be replaced with quantum ones,
whose network follows the rules of quantum information
theory, rather than classical one. This network, called
quantum internet, could accomplish tasks that are in-
tractable in the realm of classical information processing,
and it serves opportunities and challenges across a range
of intellectual and technical frontiers, including quantum
communication, computation, metrology, and simulation
[1]. So far, the main interest in the quantum internet
has been its realization [2–16]. But, it must be one of
the most fundamental trials from a theoretical perspec-
tive to grasp the full potential of the quantum internet.
Along this line, recently, a general fundamental upper
bound on the performance was derived [17] for its use for
supplying two clients with entanglement or a secret key.
Interestingly, this upper bound is estimable and applied
to any private-key or entanglement distillation scheme
that works over any network topology composed of ar-
bitrary quantum channels by using arbitrary local oper-
ations and unlimited classical communication (LOCC).
With this, for the case of linear lossy optical channel
networks, it has been shown [17] that existing intercity
quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols [18–20] and
quantum repeater schemes [7, 8, 12, 14, 15] have no scal-
ing gap with the fundamental upper bound. Moreover,
in the case of a multipath network composed of a wide
range of stretchable quantum channels (including lossy
optical channels), it has been proven [21] to be optimal
to choose a single path between two clients for running
quantum repeater scheme, in order to minimize the num-
ber of times paths between them are used to obtain a
secret key or entanglement.
In this paper, we consider a general converse prob-
lem inspired by the form [17] of the fundamental upper
bound. In particular, we provide a protocol constructible
from any given quantum network, which runs quantum
repeater schemes in parallel over the network to provide
entanglement or a secret key to two clients. The perfor-
mance of this protocol and the upper bound are in the
same form as represented by the left-hand and right-hand
sides of Eqs. (8) and (9), restricting the quantum capac-
ity and the private capacity over the network from both
sides. Especially, in the case of the lossy optical chan-
nel network, our protocol is shown to have no scaling
gap with the upper bound, irrespectively of the network
topology. The optimality of the protocol is indeed related
to fundamental problems such as additivity questions for
quantum channels and questions on the existence of a
gap between quantum and private capacities. Since these
problems were solved [22] by Pirandola et al. for an im-
portant class of practical quantum channels with stretch-
ability, our protocol is optimal for networks composed of
such practical channels.
Quantum internet protocol for two clients.—Let us be-
gin by introducing quantum internet protocols for two
clients and by reviewing the fundamental upper bound
for them [17]. A quantum internet protocol will serve a
subnetwork to two clients, called Alice and Bob, to pro-
vide resources for quantum communication, secret bits
or ebits. The subnetwork is associated with a directed
graph G = (V,E) with set V of vertices and set E of
2edges (see Fig. 1 as an example), where V is composed
of Alice’s node A, Bob’s node B and intermediate nodes
C1, C2, . . ., and Cn and an edge e = X → Y in E for
X,Y ∈ V specifies a quantum channel N e to send a sub-
system in node X to node Y . In general, the protocol
begins by sharing a separable state and then by using
a quantum channel N e1 with e1 ∈ E. This is followed
by LOCC among all the nodes, giving an outcome k1
and a quantum state ρˆABC
1C2...Cn
k1
with probability pk1 .
In the i-th round, depending on the previous outcome
ki−1 = ki−1 . . . k2k1 (with k0 := 1), the protocol uses
a quantum channel N eki−1 with eki−1 ∈ E, followed by
LOCC providing a quantum state ρˆABC
1C2...Cn
ki
corre-
sponding to an outcome ki with probability pki|ki−1 . In
a final round, say an l-th round, the protocol provides
a quantum state ρˆAB
kl
:= TrC1C2...Cn(ρˆ
ABC1C2...Cn
kl
) close
to a target state τˆABdkl
in the sense ‖ρˆAB
kl
− τˆABdkl ‖1 ≤ ǫ
with ǫ > 0, from which log2 dkl ebits for quantum tele-
portation or log2 dkl secret bits for unconditionally secure
communication are distilled.
Single-letter general upper bound.—For the quantum
internet protocol, a general upper bound on the perfor-
mance has been given [17], which is described as follows.
Let us divide set V into two disjoint sets, VA including
A and VB including B, satisfying VB = V \ VA. If N eki
is a channel between a node in VA and a node in VB , we
write ki ∈ KVA↔VB . Then, the most general protocol
has a limitation described by
∑
kl
pkl log2 dkl ≤
1
1− 16√ǫ
×

min
VA
l−1∑
i=0
∑
ki∈KVA↔VB
pkiEsq(N eki ) + 4h(2
√
ǫ)

 ,
(1)
where pki := pki|ki−1 . . . pk3|k2pk2|k1pk1 , h is the binary
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FIG. 1: Quantum network. The network is associated with a
directed graph G = (V,E) with set V of vertices and set E
of edges, where V is composed of Alice’s node A, Bob’s node
B and intermediate nodes C1, C2, . . ., and Cn (n = 5 here)
and a directed edge e = X → Y in E for X,Y ∈ V specifies
a quantum channel N e to send a subsystem in node X to
node Y . The goal here is to give Alice and Bob resources
for quantum communication, secret bits or ebits, by using
quantum channels {N e}e∈E and LOCC.
entropy function with a property of limx→0 h(x) = 0.
Esq(NX→Y ) is the squashed entanglement of the channel
[23, 24] defined by
Esq(NX→Y ) = max
|φ〉xx′
Ex:ysq (NX→Y (|φ〉〈φ|xx′ )) (2)
for channel NX→Y to output a system y for a party Y
for the input subsystem x′ of a party X , where Ex:ysq
is the squashed entanglement [25] between system x of
party X and system y of party Y . This implies that the
bound (1) is a single-letter formula, that is, it can be
evaluated as a function of a single channel use. We also
note that the bound (1) is reduced to
∑
kl
pkl log2 dkl ≤
minVA
∑l−1
i=0
∑
ki∈KVA↔VB
pkiEsq(N eki ) for ǫ→ 0.
Converse problem.—The bound (1) suggests that a
given protocol can also be characterized as follows. Let
〈fki〉ki be the average of function fki over ki, i.e.,
〈fki〉ki =
∑
ki
pkifki . For e ∈ E, l¯e :=
∑l−1
i=0〈δe,eki 〉ki
with the Kronecker delta δ represents the average number
of times quantum channel N e is used. If e ∈ VA ↔ VB
denotes that the edge e has the tail belonging to VA (VB)
and the head belonging to VB (VA), the bound (1) can
be rephrased as
〈log2 dkl〉kl ≤
1
1− 16√ǫ
×
(
min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
l¯eEsq(N e) + 4h(2
√
ǫ)
)
. (3)
Hence, the bound depends only on the set
{l¯e, Esq(N e)}e∈E determined by the given protocol,
implying that the protocol is generally characterized by
how many times given quantum channels {N e}e∈E are
used in the protocol. Therefore, the converse problem is
to find, if any, a protocol that saturates relation (3) by
using quantum channel N e, at most, l¯e times on average
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FIG. 2: Bell-pair network
⊗
e∈E |Φ
+〉〈Φ+|
⊗⌊l¯e⌋Re
ε
e associated
with G′ = (V,E′). This is an example of the Bell-pair network
for the quantum network in Fig. 1. Each undirected edge
e′ ∈ E′ represents a Bell pair |Φ+〉e generated by a maximal-
entanglement distribution protocol. The denominator and
the numerator of a fraction describe ⌊l¯e⌋Reε and how many
Bell pairs are utilized in the aggregated quantum repeater
protocol, respectively. Dashed edges are unused Bell pairs.
Here, the choice of VA = {A,C
1, C3} in Eq. (5) gives Mε = 8.
3for e ∈ E. The main point of our paper is to present a
candidate of such a protocol.
Aggregated quantum repeater protocol.—We introduce
a protocol, referred to as an aggregated quantum re-
peater protocol, that runs quantum repeater protocols
in parallel over the quantum network by using quan-
tum channels {(N e)⊗⌊l¯e⌋}e∈E, where ⌊z⌋ represents the
largest integer ≤ z. Our protocol begins by running
a maximal-entanglement distribution protocol between
nodes connected by quantum channel N e. In particular,
the protocol starts by sending a half of a bipartite system
through the quantum channel (N e)⊗⌊l¯e⌋, and then per-
forms an entanglement distillation protocol between the
two ends of edge e. Suppose that this protocol provides
a state ρˆe close to ⌊l¯e⌋Reε copies of a Bell pair |Φ+〉e, i.e.,
‖ρˆe − |Φ+〉〈Φ+|⊗⌊l¯e⌋Reεe ‖1 ≤ ε with ε > 0. By running
this protocol all over the edges e ∈ E, we obtain a state⊗
e∈E ρˆ
e with∥∥∥⊗
e∈E
ρˆe −
⊗
e∈E
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|⊗⌊l¯e⌋Reεe
∥∥∥
1
≤ |E|ε, (4)
where |E| is the cardinality of set E. Let us regard each
of the Bell pairs
⊗
e∈E |Φ+〉〈Φ+|⊗⌊l¯
e⌋Re
ε
e , a Bell pair |Φ+〉e
for instance, as an undirected edge e′ with two ends of
e, and let E′ be the set composed of all such edges e′.
Then, the Bell-pair network, i.e.,
⊗
e∈E |Φ+〉〈Φ+|⊗⌊l¯
e⌋Re
ε
e ,
can be associated with an undirected graph defined by
G′ := (V,E′) (see Fig. 2 as an example). Here we invoke
Menger’s theorem in graph theory.
Menger’s theorem (Edge version) [26].—In any graph
G with two distinguished verticesA and B, the maximum
number of pairwise edge-disjointAB-paths is equal to the
minimum number of edges in an AB-cut.
LetMε be the minimum number of edges in an AB-cut
in the graph G′, i.e.,
Mε := min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
⌊l¯e⌋Reε. (5)
Then, Menger’s theorem states that there are Mε pair-
wise edge-disjoint AB-paths in graph G′ (see Fig. 2
for example). Since each Pi of these AB-paths
{Pi}i=1,2,...,Mε corresponds to a linear chain of Bell pairs
in the Bell-pair network
⊗
e∈E |Φ+〉〈Φ+|⊗⌊l¯
e⌋Re
ε
e , the lin-
ear chain can be transformed into a Bell pair |Φ+〉AB
by performing entanglement swapping SPi (including a
Pauli correction) over the intermediate nodes on Pi.
Then, from Eq. (4), we have
|E|ε ≥
∥∥∥⊗
e∈E
ρˆe −
⊗
e∈E
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|⊗⌊l¯e⌋Reεe
∥∥∥
1
≥
∥∥∥TrC1C2...Cn ◦ S(⊗
e∈E
ρˆe −
⊗
e∈E
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|⊗⌊l¯e⌋Reεe
)∥∥∥
1
=
∥∥∥ρˆAB − |Φ+〉〈Φ+|⊗MεAB ∥∥∥
1
, (6)
where S := SPMε ◦. . .◦SP2 ◦SP1 and ρˆAB := TrC1C2...Cn ◦S(⊗e∈E ρˆe). Therefore, the protocol, just like aggregat-
ing quantum repeater protocols, provides Mε ebits or se-
cret bits by using quantum channels {(N e)⊗⌊l¯e⌋}e∈E with
error |E|ε.
Bounds on the optimal ǫ-close protocol.—To evaluate
the performance of the aggregated quantum repeater pro-
tocol, we begin by introducing the concept of ǫ-close pro-
tocols. If a protocol presents 〈log2 dkl〉kl ebits or secret
bits with an error ≤ ǫ (in terms of the trace distance) by
using quantum channel N e, at most, l¯e times on average
for e ∈ E, we call the protocol an ǫ-close protocol. Let
Pǫ be the set of all the ǫ-close protocols. Then, the ag-
gregated quantum repeater protocol with error |E|ε ≤ ǫ
and the bound (3) show
min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
⌊l¯e⌋Reε ≤ sup
Pǫ
〈log2 dkl〉kl
≤ 1
1− 16√ǫ
(
min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
l¯eEsq(N e) + 4h(2
√
ǫ)
)
.
(7)
This shows that the best performance of the ǫ-close pro-
tocols is sandwiched between the performance of the ag-
gregated quantum repeater protocol and the fundamental
upper bound.
Asymptotic limits.—Let us consider the asymptotic
limits of (7). We first introduce frequency f¯e := l¯e/l.
For f¯e > 0, l¯e → ∞ for the limit l → ∞, for which, by
optimizing the maximal-entanglement distribution pro-
tocol, Reε can reach the quantum capacity Q
↔(N e) of
channel N e assisted by unlimited forward and backward
classical communication in the limit ǫ→ 0. Therefore, in
this asymptotic limit, the inequalities (7) are reduced to
min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯eQ↔(N e) ≤ lim
ǫ→0
lim
l→∞
sup
Pǫ
〈log2 dkl〉kl
l
≤ min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯eEsq(N e). (8)
Hence, the minimum AB-cuts over functions Q↔ and
Esq defined on the quantum channel network {N e}e∈E
restrict the quantum communication capacity and the
private capacity per total channel use from both sides.
We can also consider another asymptotic limit on the
capacities per time. Suppose that we use quantum chan-
nel N e, at most, le times for time t. Let us introduce
rate r¯e := l¯e/t. Then, with l = t
∑
e r¯
e, we have another
asymptotic limit of Eq. (7) as
min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
r¯eQ↔(N e) ≤ lim
ǫ→0
lim
t→∞
sup
Pǫ
〈log2 dkl〉kl
t
≤ min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
r¯eEsq(N e). (9)
4The right-hand sides of Eqs. (8) and (9) are the bounds
applied to arbitrary protocols that may include even
multi-party entanglement purification and quantum net-
work coding. However, these bounds are written by the
single-letter quantity, i.e., the squashed entanglement of
the channel. On the other hand, the left-hand sides of
Eqs. (8) and (9) are the bounds for the aggregated quan-
tum repeater protocol that does not use such multi-party
protocols at all. Besides, the bounds are merely described
by using the quantum capacity that is intractable to be
estimated in general. Despite these differences, the sym-
metric form of left-hand and right-hand sides of Eqs. (8)
and (9) may suggest that the aggregated quantum re-
peater protocol could work very efficiently.
Capacities of lossy optical channel networks.—Let us
consider a quantum network composed of lossy optical
channels as an example of quantum networks, in order
to see how efficiently the aggregated quantum repeater
protocol could work. For a lossy optical channel Nη
with transmittance η, its quantum capacity Q↔(Nη) [22]
and an upper bound [23] of the squashed entanglement
Esq(Nη) per mode have been derived as follows:
Q↔(Nη) = log2
(
1
1− η
)
, (10)
Esq(Nη) ≤ log2
(
1 + η
1− η
)
. (11)
Hence, if we consider a network withN e = Nηe for e ∈ E,
from Eqs. (10) and (11), the bound (8) becomes
min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯e log2
(
1
1− ηe
)
≤ lim
ǫ→0
lim
l→∞
sup
Pǫ
〈log2 dkl〉kl
l
≤ min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯e log2
(
1 + ηe
1− ηe
)
. (12)
Inequalities (12) show that the aggregated quantum
repeater protocol has no scaling gap with a best proto-
col. In fact, since maxe∈VA↔VB Esq(Nηe )/Q↔(Nηe) ≤
maxe∈E Esq(Nηe)/Q↔(Nηe) ≤ 2, we have∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯e log2
(
1 + ηe
1− ηe
)
≤ 2
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯e log2
(
1
1− ηe
)
.
(13)
Hence, from Eq. (12), we obtain
min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯e log2
(
1
1− ηe
)
≤ lim
ǫ→0
lim
l→∞
sup
Pǫ
〈log2 dkl〉kl
l
≤ 2min
VA
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯e log2
(
1
1− ηe
)
. (14)
Since the left-hand side of these inequalities represents
the performance of the aggregated quantum repeater pro-
tocol, this shows that the aggregated quantum repeater
protocol has no scaling gap with a best protocol irrespec-
tively of the optical channel network topology. More im-
portantly, Eq. (14) proves that, although a best protocol
may use multi-party entanglement purification or quan-
tum network coding, the communication performance is
merely, at most, twice of that of the aggregated quantum
repeater protocol based only on linear networks.
On the optimality of the aggregated quantum repeater
protocol.—By considering the converse problem that
has been induced by the general bound (1), we have
found an aggregated quantum repeater protocol that is
based on running quantum repeater protocols in par-
allel over the quantum network. In the case of the
lossy optical channel network, the repeater protocol
has been shown to have no scaling gap with the gen-
eral bound (1) as well as the best protocol. How-
ever, if we consider an alternative upper bound—inspired
by the conception in the derivation [17] of the bound
(1)—for the case of the asymptotic limit, the aggre-
gated quantum repeater protocol could indeed be opti-
mal. To show this, let Q↔({f¯e/f¯VA↔VB ,N e}e∈VA↔VB )
(K↔({f¯e/f¯VA↔VB ,N e}e∈VA↔VB )) with f¯VA↔VB :=∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯e denote the quantum capacity (private ca-
pacity) defined under the limit of l→∞ for the paradigm
where parties VA and VB are allowed to use quantum
channels N e between them (i.e., e ∈ VA ↔ VB) ⌊lf¯e⌋
times and their LOCC in order to distill ebits (secret
bits). Since any quantum internet protocol can be re-
garded as a bipartite protocol between VA and VB [17],
we have
lim
ǫ→0
lim
l→∞
sup
Pǫ
〈log2 dkl〉kl
l
≤ min
VA
f¯VA↔VBQ↔({f¯e/f¯VA↔VB ,N e}e∈VA↔VB ) (15)
for entanglement distillation for Alice and Bob and
lim
ǫ→0
lim
l→∞
sup
Pǫ
〈log2 dkl〉kl
l
≤ min
VA
f¯VA↔VBK↔({f¯e/f¯VA↔VB ,N e}e∈VA↔VB ) (16)
for secret-key distillation for them. Hence, if quantum
channels {N e}e∈E in the network satisfy
Q↔({f¯e/f¯VA↔VB ,N e}e∈VA↔VB ) ≤
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯eQ↔(N e)
f¯VA↔VB
,
(17)
the aggregated quantum repeater protocol is optimal for
the entanglement distribution. Similarly, if quantum
5channels {N e}e∈E in the network have properties
K↔({f¯e/f¯VA↔VB ,N e}e∈VA↔VB ) ≤
∑
e∈VA↔VB
f¯eK↔(N e)
f¯VA↔VB
,
(18)
K↔(N e) = Q↔(N e), (19)
the aggregated quantum repeater protocol is optimal
even for the secret-key distillation. The conditions (17)-
(19) are satisfied by the quantum network composed of a
wide range of stretchable quantum channels such as era-
sure channels, dephasing channels, bosonic quantum am-
plifier channels, and optical lossy channels in the asymp-
totic limit [22], but may not be in general [27–31]. How-
ever, it is a more important fact that the optimality of
the aggregated quantum repeater protocol is now related
to fundamental questions on whether the given quantum
channels satisfy fundamental relations (17)-(19) or not.
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